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INVESTIGATIVE SUMMARY

This Protocol Investigation relates to the officer involved shooting involving Richmond Police
Officer Wally Jensen on 9-14-2014. At approximately 0016 hours, Jensen fired his weapon at a
suspect, which led to the suspect’s death. The suspect was later identified as Richard Pedro
Perez. Perez was pronounced deceased at the scene.
On the night of the incident I was teamed with an investigator from the Richmond Police
Department to interview witnesses who were sequestered. This supplemental report reflects a
summary of those interviews.

NARRATIVE
On 09-14-2014, at approximately 0100 hours, I was notified of an officer involved shooting that
occurred in the City of Richmond. I was directed to go to the crime scene located at
Cutting Blvd.,
, and meet with other investigators.
I arrived on scene at approximately 0150 hours. Upon my arrival I learned of the circumstances
surrounding the shooting from Richmond Police Lt. Louie Tirona. I left the scene at
approximately 0200 hours and went to the Richmond Police Department to attend a briefing on
the investigation. During the briefing I was teamed with Richmond Police Detective Eric Haupt
and assigned to interview witnesses who were sequestered at the police department.
At approximately 0300 hours, Detective Haupt and I met with
in an interview
room. The interview ended at approximately 0323 hours. Both Detective Haupt and I recorded
the interview. Detective Haupt will document the details of the interview in his report.
At approximately 0330 hours Detective Haupt and I met with
in an interview
room of the police department.
was a friend of Richard Perez and went with him to
on the morning of this incident.
stated in summary that was
hanging out with
friend “Peety” (Richard Perez) and they met at his
) residence at
around 4 PM. He said Perez arrived with a beer and appeared drunk. He said they spent the
evening together at his residence.
said his girlfriend was also at the residence. He told
me he and his girlfriend had been drinking from a 12 pack of beer throughout the evening, but
Perez did not have anything else to drink.
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At approximately 7 PM
said he and Perez went to the liquor store together. Perez told
he wanted to get a bottle of alcohol on credit. He said that is when the first altercation
with the owners occurred.
believed the owners called the police because the owners
wanted him to take Perez and leave. He tried to get Perez to leave and eventually they ended
did. He said Perez was drunk and wasn’t listening to him, but they left together and returned to
his residence sometime before 7:30 PM.
said he and his girlfriend made some food and watched some movies and the three of
them were just hanging out at his residence. Perez became a little loud. He got up and wanted to
go back to the liquor store a second time and get some more alcohol.
said he left with
Perez. He said he was trying to calm Perez down, but he Perez didn’t want to listen.
said Perez was stumbling as they were walking and he was trying to get him home, but he kept
stumbling towards the liquor store and that’s where they ended up.
said when they got to the liquor store he remembers Perez going in and a bunch of
commotion started inside.
said he started walking away from the scene. He said “you
guys” showed up and he started talking to a couple of “you guys”.
said he did not know
where Perez was when he started walking away. He believed he was inside the liquor store
because there was a bunch of commotion going on inside. He believed an officer was on scene
who was probably trying to get him out of the store, but wasn’t sure. He remembered talking to
an officer at some point.
said he wanted to stay away from everything that was going on
and was just trying to get back home. He wanted to see what was going on with his friend, but
wasn’t trying to get involved.
said he was pretty impaired. After he started to walk away the police arrived “in a blink
of an eye”. He said he started talking to an officer and they put him in a car. I asked
if
he remembered seeing an officer and Perez on the ground. He said he didn’t. I asked how far he
got when he walked away. He described walking towards the light at Carlson Blvd. and getting
a little bit past the second building before turning around. He said when he turned around the
police were there. He’s not sure how many officers were on scene and just remembers seeing
lights.
I asked
what time they went to the liquor store the second time. He thought it was about
11PM. I asked what they were drinking. He said Perez was drinking beer and he showed up
with a Mickey’s when he arrived at his residence at 4PM.
described Perez as drunk and
described to me why he thought so. He said no other alcohol other than beer was consumed and
no drugs were used by anyone in his residence. When they went to the store the first time Perez
didn’t get any alcohol. The second time he did.
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said when he walked away from the store when they were there the second time he just
turned and walked away. He could hear Perez yelling and the other guy screaming.
did
not want to be a part of it. He said he couldn’t remember specific details of what happened. He
said he didn’t hear any gunfire. He later changed his statement to say he remembered hearing
the gunfire, but doesn’t remember anything else. He admitted he was drunk.
This interview ended at approximately 0355 hours. At 0400 I returned to the interview room
without Detective Haupt to ask
additional questions. During this interview I told
that Perez was deceased. I learned
was hesitant to talk in the earlier interview
because
He admitted to being very intoxicated and didn’t remember anything that happened. He
had no additional information to provide. I ended this interview at 0415 hours.
At approximately 0523 hours, Detective Haupt and I went to
to contact
.
was identified by officers at the scene of the shooting as being a witness.
The interview ended at approximately 0534 hours. Both Detective Haupt and I recorded the
interview. Detective Haupt will document the contents of the interview in his report.
At approximately 0610 hours, Detective Haupt and I met with
. The interview ended at approximately 0622 hours. Both Detective Haupt and I
recorded the interview. Detective Haupt will document the contents of the interview in his
report.
I was informed there was no further investigation to be conducted by Detective Haupt and I and
returned home.
Refer to other reports for additional details.

CASE CLOSED.
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Perez, Richard Pedro III
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Jeff Soler

9/14/14

Investigative Team: Jeff Soler, Senior Inspector
Hector Esparza, Detective, Richmond Police Department
Witness(s):

Wallace Jensen, Officer, Richmond Police Department

Others:

Teri Leoni, LDF Attorney, Rains Lucia and Stern

Evidence:

JS-1
JS-2

Interview with Officer Wallace Jensen
Video taken by

NARRATIVE
September 14, 2014
At approximately 12:45 A.M., I received a telephone call from Paul Mulligan, Chief of
Inspectors, directing me to respond to the Richmond Police Department for a protocol
investigation into an officer-involved shooting. At approximately 1:30 A.M. I arrived on scene
in the area of Cutting Boulevard and Stege Avenue and reviewed the scene. The crime scene
was
at
Cutting Boulevard. The victim was still on scene. I
observed firearm evidence outside the store. I also reviewed a video from the surveillance
system operated by the store.
At approximately 2:00 A.M. I left the scene for the Richmond Police Department. I was
assigned to work with RPD Detective Hector Esparza. Our primary responsibility was to
interview Officer Wallace Jensen.
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The interview with Officer Jensen was to take place at the Crown Plaza Hotel, 45 John Glenn
Drive, in Concord. Officer Jensen would represented by Teri Leoni, attorney with Rains Lucia
and Stern. A digital recording was made of the interview with the knowledge of Jensen and
Leoni. The recording was downloaded onto a CD disk for safekeeping and marked JS-1 for
recordkeeping purposes.
Detective Esparza and I met with Teri Leoni prior to the interview of Officer Jensen. At this
meeting we discussed the parameters of the interview. She requested to view the “store” video.
After viewing the video she requested that we not show it to Jensen. Leoni also gave us specific
wording to use for the question regarding drug usage: “Have you recently taken any drugs that
would affect your performance in carrying out your duties as a police officer?”
Officer Jensen’s interview took place in room 543. We advised him that the interview would be
audio recorded. The interviewed began at approximately 6:35 A.M. We discussed his
background and law enforcement experience. Jensen said he graduated from the Napa Police
Academy. He has been a sworn peace officer for 7 years. All of his experience has been with
the Richmond Police Department. He is currently a canine officer and is also assigned to the
Department’s Crisis Negotiations team. In addition to the mandated POST training classes, he
has received specialized training in Crisis Negotiations and K9 handler. He told us that about a
month ago he participated in a 10 hour in-house class on defensive tactics. The takedown
descriptions used by Jensen in the interview were recently taught in this class.
Jensen said that he works the junior graveyard shift from 9:30 P.M. to 7:30 A.M. Friday through
Monday. His radio call sign was 1K3. He has been assigned to Beat 3 in the southern police
district since the first of this year.
at
Cutting Boulevard is part
of Beat 3. He said that earlier in the year there was a problem with loitering in front of the store.
He told us that he was successful at eliminating the problem by contacting individuals and
advising them that loitering was not permitted in front of the store. He said that from February
up until recently he had not seen any loitering issues. Jensen said that his noticed the loitering
problem had returned to this location in the past couple of weeks. Within the last week his
lieutenant officially assigned him the project to pay special attention to this loitering problem.
Jensen told us that the way he was handling the loitering problem was to make contact with
people in front of the store and to find out who they were. He said that he would drive by to see
who was out there. If he noted that an individual was out there previously, he would make
contact with them and ask them to move on. He told us that he would further tell them that if he
saw them loitering out front of the store again that he would take appropriate action, up to and
including an arrest. He believed that asking people to move on was working.
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On this Saturday he arrived at the police department at 9:20 P.M. Roll call started at 9:30 P.M.
and he was in his vehicle, available to respond to calls, around 10:00 P.M. He was driving
Vehicle #25, a fully marked patrol vehicle.
Jensen’s uniform consisted of the department-approved, long-sleeve, utility uniform, with
department patches on both shoulders and a sewn-on badge. His utility belt was described as a
nylon duty belt. His holster was a tactical holster worn on the right thigh. He told us that he was
right handed. He carried his walkie talkie on his belt with a lapel mic attachment that was
clipped to the front of his shirt.
Jensen told us that he was not currently taking any medication that would impact his ability to
perform his normal law enforcement duties.
Jensen told us that the volume of calls had been steady prior to the call at Uncle Sam’s Liquor
Store. He characterized the call at
as a self-initiated one. He said that
he went out to the store to conduct a security check. He had not driven by the store prior to
initiating this call. He said that he called in the detail (security check) to Richmond Police
Dispatch prior to parking his vehicle. He told dispatch that he would advise on the need for any
cover unit. He parked his vehicle on the west curb line of Stege Avenue, south of Cutting
Boulevard. He purposefully parked in the 500 block of Stege Avenue (away from the front of
the store) so that he could make his approach to the store without anyone seeing him until the last
minute. He left his car engine running because he left his canine inside the car.
Jensen told us that he walked up Stege Avenue and turned left onto Cutting Boulevard. He did
not notice anyone standing in front of the store, but did observe a group of 4 people standing a
little past the store. He said that this group was around midblock between Stege Avenue and
Cutting Boulevard. He said that he made eye contact with a female in the group as he got close.
She immediately got up. She told Jensen that she was sorry and they (the whole group) were
leaving.
Jensen said that he turned around and was going to return to his car. When he came to the open
door of the store someone from inside the store addressed him. This individual said “excuse me
officer.” Jensen turned to look and saw a Middle Eastern male. He assumed that this individual
was the owner or an employee of the store. Jensen said “Yes?” Jensen said that the person was
facing him but pointing back to another individual inside the store. The person told Jensen that
“this guy was causing problems.” Jensen said that there were several individuals inside the store
and he wasn’t specifically sure who the person was talking about. Jensen asked “who?” Jensen
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said the person turned and pointed to the “guy in the grey shirt.” Jensen did not recall ever
having contacted this subject before.
The subject in the grey shirt spoke loud enough for Jensen to hear him. Jensen wasn’t sure to
whom he was speaking or what he was saying. Jensen told us that he could tell the subject was
intoxicated because his speech was slurred. Jensen saw that he had an unsteady gait, and was
swaying from side-to-side. Jensen saw all of this from the doorway of the store.
Jensen asked the subject to step outside. Jensen told us that the subject responded “no problem.”
and complied with this request. Jensen said that the subject sat down on the curb. Jensen told us
that he walked around and stood in front of the subject. He took out his FI (Field Interrogation)
card to fill it out. Jensen said that the subject was “animated with his speech” and “moving his
hands around.” He told us that the subject’s hands were in front of him. Jensen was asked if he
ever noticed the subject using a cell phone. He said no and stated that he did not recall seeing
the subject in possession of a phone.
Jensen said that he started to fill out the FI card. The subject told him that he lived at
Jensen said that he wrote that address down on the card. The subject asked Jensen if he was
being detained or if he was under arrest. Jensen told him he was being detained.

.

Jensen asked the subject if he had any form of identification on him. The subject told him “no.”
The subject told him “that he just t
and that Chinese-motherfucker took my
ID and all my stuff and didn’t give it back.” Jensen assumed that the subject was referring to
Officer Matsui who is also responsible for Beat 3, but works on swing shift. Officer Matsui’s
call sign was 3L13.
Jensen got on his radio and asked Officer Matsui to switch over to the secondary channel to ask
him a question. Matsui acknowledged on the primary channel and Jensen switched over to the
secondary channel. Jensen asked Matsui if he was near the store. Matsui told Jensen that he was
at the police station. Jensen acknowledged that he copied his response.
Jensen told us that while he was on the radio with Officer Matsui the subject got to his feet and
started to walk away. Jensen said he was walking westbound away from him. Jensen ordered
him to sit back down. Jensen said that he does not recall the exact response given by the subject.
Jensen said that the subject said something to the effect of “screw this or fuck this, I’m leaving.”
Jensen reached out to grab a hold of the subject’s right arm but he pulled away from him. Jensen
grabbed the collar of his shirt from the back with his left hand and pulled the subject back toward
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him. At the same time he stuck his leg out to execute a takedown. Jensen referred to this judo
technique as “a reverse reap takedown.” Jensen said that the subject fell onto his back and
Jensen fell on top of him. Jensen said that the subject’s knees were bent and not flat on the
ground. Jensen could feel the subject’s knees on his side as he was struggling to keep him
down. Jensen said that the subject kept trying to push him off of him.
Jensen tried to gain control of the subject’s arms and place him in a control hold so he could
facilitate putting handcuffs on him to stop him from fighting. Jensen said that he had both hands
on the subject holding him down. Jensen said that he was on his knees. His right hand was on
the subject’s right shoulder. He said that the weight of his upper body was over the subject’s
upper body.
Jensen was finding it difficult to control the subject’s arms. He said that subject kept moving
and this forced Jensen to attempt to reengage the subject’s arms. Jensen told the subject to “stay
on the ground” and to “stop resisting.” Jensen said that he repeated these statements a “bunch of
times.” Jensen does not remember the subject responding to him. Jensen felt like this struggle
was going on for a long time and said that he was “getting tired.”
Jensen said that he let go of the suspect with his left hand and reached up to his lapel mic to ask
for a cover unit. Jensen said that he was not aware at the time that he was still on the secondary
channel. Jensen told us that as soon as he reached for his mic to ask for cover the subject started
to roll and attempted to stand up. Jensen never heard a cover unit respond that they were enroute
to his location.
Jensen said the subject disengaged himself by pushing off of him and then the subject started to
stand up. Jensen said that he could feel him stand up and he stood up with him. Jensen said that
subject was still bent over and not fully upright when he performed another takendown. He
described this technique as a “front reap throw.” He threw the subject over his hip and fell on
top of him once again. Jensen said that when they hit the ground he lost his grip on the subject.
Jensen said that the subject was able to grab a hold of his left forearm with his right hand.
Jensen said that he was able to grab a hold of the subject’s left wrist.
Jensen said that as they were struggling the subject was “flailing his arms” and “using his legs to
spin around on the ground.” Jensen said that the subject was “spinning” like this to “get away
from his hold.”
Jensen said that he had a Taser on his belt but that he could not get to it because his left arm was
controlled by the subject. Jensen said that he also carried a large Streamlight flashlight in his sap
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pocket (below his left rear pocket) and he could not get to that because his left arm was
controlled by the subject.
Jensen said that at one point he lost his grip over the subject’s left wrist. The subject started to
roll on his right side in an attempt to stand up. Jensen placed his right hand on the subject’s
shoulder-area to keep him down on the ground. The subject still had control over Jensen’s left
hand.
Jensen told us that he felt tugs on his gun. Jensen knew that it was his gun being tugged because
“I could feel my holster moving on my leg.” Jensen described his holster as a Safariland tactical
holster with a hood over the top. Jensen said the locking system for this holster includes a
“spring loaded” hood with retention screws. He said that the gun can only be released by
pushing down on the hood and rotating forward with the gun. Jensen told us that the subject was
pulling on the gun and trying to get it out of the holster. Jensen said that the gun was “catching”
on the hood of the holster. Jensen said that these efforts to pull on the gun were both “strong and
hard.” Jensen said that he was fearful that the subject was trying to take his gun to kill him.
Jensen said that he reached back and put his right hand on the grip of his gun and pushed down
to keep the gun in the holster and prevent the subject from getting control of his gun. He said
that when he put his hand on the grip of the gun it was over the subject’s left hand. Jensen told
us that he was “fighting to keep my gun in the holster.” He also said that he was determined “not
to let someone take my gun and shoot me.”
Jensen was able to free himself by pulling his left arm away from the subject’s grasp. Jensen
started to stand up. The subject started to stand up too. Jensen said that the subject still had a
grasp on his gun. Jensen pushed the subject away with a strike to the chest with his left hand to
increase the distance between them. Jensen said that this was enough to break the subject’s grip
on his gun. Jensen said that at that time the subject was approximately 2 to 3 feet away. Jensen
said that if he fully extended his arm he could have touched the subject.
Jensen said that at this time they were near the front of the store. Jensen was facing Cutting
Boulevard and the subject was facing towards the store.
Jensen drew his weapon from the holster and held it in the “retention” position. Jensen said that
“we are trained to do this in close quarters combat.” Jensen said that as he brought his left hand
back towards his body the subject charged towards him. Jensen said the subject’s hands were
reaching towards him. Jensen fired one round at the subject from this retention position. Jensen
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does not know if he struck the subject. He said that the shot did not cause the subject to back up.
Jensen said that the subject “stood his ground.”
Jensen described what was going through his mind prior to firing his weapon. Jensen explained
that he just got the subject to release his grip from his gun and he strongly believed that the
subject was attempting to reach for his gun to try to take it away from him. He believed that if
the subject were able to control his gun he would use it on him.
After the first shot Jensen started to back up to distance himself from the subject. Jensen said
that the subject paused and then charged towards him again in the same threatening manner.
Jensen fired another round at the subject. Jensen said that the second time he fired his weapon
he had partially extended his arm out from the retention position.
Jensen backed up some more from the subject after the second shot. This time he was able to
fully extend his arm out towards the subject. Jensen said that he pointed the gun at the subject
and told him to stop. The subject charged once more at Jensen and he fired a third time. Jensen
believes the third shot struck him in the chest. He said that subject reached for the left side of his
chest and bent over so more. Jensen said that he distanced himself more from the subject and
watched him.
Jensen said that the subject stumbled into the store after he was shot. Jensen got onto the radio to
broadcast “shots fired” and realized that he was still on the secondary channel. He switched his
radio back to the primary channel and re-broadcast the “shots fired” announcement while he was
walking into the store. He found the subject on the floor. He told dispatch that the subject was
down and requested an ambulance to this location. Jensen does not remember the subject saying
anything after he was shot.
Jensen said that he secured the store and the witnesses inside. He said that he was pretty sure
that there were witnesses outside who may have been present at the time of the incident. He said
that while he was fighting with the subject a white male approached the subject on the ground
and kneeled down to speak to him. This unknown person was wearing a black hat, black shirt
and blue jeans. He said that he called the subject by name and told the subject to stop fighting.
Jensen said that at the same time he was talking to the subject he was also trying to pull the
subject away from Jensen. Jensen ordered him to back off. The individual disengaged
immediately and distanced himself. Jensen said that he saw this subject later after the shooting
and pointed him out to Officer Diaz.
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Ms. Leoni requested two brief breaks during the interview. At approximately 7:35 A.M.
Wallace reviewed the store video. Det. Esparza requested that Jensen let us know if he could
identify the individual who made physical contact the subject while they were on the ground and
tried to pull him away from Jensen. Jensen observed an individual in the video that he said “kind
of looked like him.” The time stamp on the video was 0105:58.
Ms. Leoni briefly questioned Jensen. Jensen confirmed that he had not seen the store video prior
to this interview. Jensen discussed his training for the Crisis Negotiating team. He said that he
had taken a 40 hour class and that he also trains quarterly. He said that the team learns to talk
down people from potentially dangerous situations. The team tries to resolve the situation
peacefully without anyone getting hurt. He acknowledged that the purpose of CNT is for the
safety of suspects, the community, and so police officers do not have to use force.
Jensen said that he stopped firing after the third shot “to assess the situation.” Jensen said that
the subject grabbed his chest, so “I can only assume that he had been hit” and “he stopped
engaging me.” Jensen acknowledged that at that point the threat had ended.
Jensen was asked if at any point prior to firing his weapon did he think about using his Taser?
Jensen said he thought about that while fighting the subject on the ground. He said that he could
not pull the Taser out of my holster “because he had a grasp on my left hand.” Jensen said that
“once he grabbed a hold of my gun I was in fear for my life. I was not going to use a less lethal
option if he was trying to use lethal force on me.”
Jensen was asked if it was he ever actually had control over the suspect. Jensen acknowledged
that it is fair to say that he never had control over the suspect.
Jensen was asked whether he was aware if any patrol units were enroute to his location at any
time prior to firing his weapon. Jensen acknowledged that he never heard another unit respond
to his request for cover.
Jensen was asked whether he was more fatigued after the first takedown and when he fired the
first shot and whether he could estimate how much time transpired between the first takedown
and when he fired the first shot. Jensen said that he did not know how long the incident took.
He said that “I know that I was more fatigued.” He said that he was “breathing heavily” and was
“trying to catch my breath as fast as I could.” He was concerned that the fight was not over. He
said “I know he went down (after the third shot) but I didn’t know if he was going to get back up
and the fight was going to be back on.”
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The interview ended at 7:50 A.M.
September 15, 2014
At approximately 9:15 A.M. I attended the autopsy of Richard Pedro Perez III at the Contra
Costa County Morgue. The autopsy was conducted by Dr. A. Josselson. Also in attendance
were Criminalist E. Collins, Detective J. Grivetti, DDA B. Grove, and Chief P. Mulligan. The
associated Coroner’s case number is 14-3949.
Perez was fully clothed. The clothing was removed and given to Collins for safekeeping.
Personal property recovered from the clothing was given to Grivetti for safekeeping. Dr.
Josselson identified multiple abrasions on the hands, right forearm, abdomen, both knees and
legs.
Dr. Josselson identified bullet wounds consistent with three entry wounds and three exit wounds.
X-rays of the body confirmed there was an absence of any firearms evidence. The three
trajectories were described as front to back, left to right, and down.
Refer to the supplemental report from Criminalist Collins for more details.
At approximately 2:15 P.M. I attended an interview with
at the Richmond Police
Department substation in Hilltop Mall.
had voluntarily come forward and identified
herself as a witness to the incident. She presented us with video taken by her of parts of the
incident. I received a copy of the video and marked it JS-2 for recordkeeping purposes. Refer
to Det. Esparza’s supplemental report for details of this interview.
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